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1 Introduction

The interaction of tone with vowel quality is rarely reported. In fact, Hombert (1977) and

de Lacy (2007) deny that such interactions are possible. We present a particularly clear case

of synchronic interaction of tone with vowel quality in Slovenian as a counter-example.

Slovenian restricts the combination of high tones with lax mid vowels by adjusting the tone

in the native phonology and adjusting the vowel quality in the loanword phonology. We use

this case to motivate an Optimality Theoretic (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004) analysis

of Slovenian using a markedness constraint that penalizes high tones on lax vowels.

Most reports of vowel-segment interaction involve the effect of consonants on tone,

most commonly the lowering effect of voiced obstruents and the raising effect of voiceless

ones (Hyman & Schuh 1974, Hombert 1978, Hombert et al. 1979, Tang 2008, inter alia).

As for vowel quality-tone interactions, the most well studied case is Fuzhou (Jiang-King

1999), in which syllables with tense mid vowels can have H, HM, or M tone, while those

with lax mid vowels have HL or ML. In Cantonese (Yue Hashimoto1972), High tone

is restricted in closed syllables: on the tense vowels higher tone surfaces compared to

lax vowels. In Hu (Svantesson 1991:72), high vowels always have High tone in closed

syllables, but both H and L are allowed in open syllables. In Lahu (Matisoff 1973), a

rising tone raises the vowel. Shua (Odden 2007) contrasts H,M and L on non-high vowels,

but high vowels also contrast a fourth, Super High tone. In Tupuri (Odden 2007), both
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consonants and vowel height determine tone in the imperative: high vowels require High or

Super High tone (for further information on the three-way interaction of obstruent voicing,

vowel height and tone, see Kingston 2007). In Matsue Japanese (Nitta 2001), the position

of an initial rise depends on vowel height: the rise is on the second vowel of the word if the

second and third vowels are high, but the rise is on the third if only the second is high. In

Awad Bing (Cahill 2001), vowel-initial words have a Low tone, except for initial [i], which

has a High tone. These reports lend support to the view that higher or tense vowels prefer

High tones, and lower or lax vowels prefer Low tones.

In other languages, however, the opposite is true. In Taiwanese (Zee 1980), high tone

correlates with higher F1, or a lower vowel. In Rengao (Gregerson 1976), tense vowels

select lower tones than lax vowels. In Western Cham (Edmondson & Gregerson 1993),

tense vowels have consistently lower pitch than low vowels.In Madurese (Trigo 1991,

Cohn 1993), the relationship between tone and vowel height is only indirect: voiceless

obstruents increase the fundamental frequency and change vowel quality, such that only lax

vowels are possible after plain voiceless onsets. In Kanazawa Japanese (Nitta 2001, Odden

2001), the initial rise depends on vowel height and onset voicing: in words with a voiced

onset and a high vowel in the second syllable, the pitch rise occurs on the second syllable

if the third vowel is also high, but if the third vowel is non-high, the rise is word-initial.

Low vowels in some languages prefer high tone. For example, Ngizim has a predictable

High tone on [a] in verbs (Schuh 1971). Similar cases exist inEastern Maninkakan (Spears

1968) and Kinande (Mutaka 1994, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994).

Diachronic effects of vowel quality on tone are reported in Limburg Dutch (Hermans

& van Oostendorp 2007, and references therein) and U (Svantesson 1988, 2001). In these

two languages, high vowels triggered the development of High tones.

The correlation between vowel height and tone is phonetically grounded. Higher vow-

els have higher intrinsic F0 than lower vowels, since the raised tongue tenses the vocal
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cords (Ohala 1973, 1978, Ohala & Eukel 1987), as has been reported for a large number

of languages (e.g. Hombert et al. 1979, Whalen & Levitt 1995,Connel 2002). However,

there is also a phonetic grounding for the opposite pattern,in which low vowels give rise to

higher F0. Larynx height correlates directly with F0; raising the larynx shortens the vocal

tract, which in turn raises the formant frequencies, particularly F1, resulting in a somewhat

lower vowel quality (Hombert et al. 1979, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994). Moreover,

speakers who have shorter vocal tracts will have higher F0 and higher formant frequencies,

so across speakers, higher pitch correlates with higher F1, or lower vowels. In perception

experiments, this effect was found significant (Fant 1970, Assmann & Nearey 2007).

These sources of two opposite correlations between F0 and F1 have led to claims that

the overall correlation is too small to have any phonological consequences, as suggested

by Hombert (1977). In a perception experiment, high vowels were judged significantly

higher than low vowels with the same pitch, but Hombert attributes this effect to the vow-

els’ spectral properties. Furthermore, while Connel (2002) finds significant influence of

Low tone on F1, this is not true for other tones, for mid vowels, or languages that have

more than two tones. Zee (1980) finds that speakers differ on whether F0 and F1 of indi-

vidual vowels correlate positively or negatively. Pape & Mooshammer (2006) report that

intrinsic F0 is language dependent. Kingston (2007) shows that there areno automatic

F0—F1 correlations in American English. In addition, it has been suggested that for many

languages mentioned above, where tone and vowel quality interact, there is some other

phonetic dimension that interacts with tone, such as phonation type or vowel duration. Ex-

amples of languages where the interaction between tone and vowel quality is mediated

by additional factors include Turkana, which involves the mediation of phonation type

(Dimmendaal 1983, Dimmendaal & Breedveld 1986), and also Fuqing (Jiang-King 1999)

and Thai (Abramson 1962, Morén & Zsiga 2006), which involvethe mediation of vowel

length. Finally, the precise nature of vowel-tone interaction may be obscured considerably
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by complex tones, as in Cantonese and Fuzhou, or additional consonant-tone interaction as

in Tupuri, Madurese and Kanazawa Japanese.

The phonology of Slovenian, which we discuss here, offers a clear case of tone-vowel

interaction that isn’t complicated by consonant quality, phonation type, or syllable struc-

ture. Slovenian shows that lax vowels preferably occur withLow tones and tense vowels

with High tones. In the native phonology, lax mid vowels are disallowed with High tones.

In the loanword phonology, only High tones are allowed, and hence mid vowels are tensed

to fit them. This uniformity of target and heterogeneity of process is a hallmark of marked-

ness in Optimality Theory. We propose the markedness constraint *H/[−ATR −low], and

show its ranking in the native and loanword phonologies of Slovenian. No other phonolog-

ical property can be held responsible for this interaction.

2 The nominal system of Slovenian

This paper focuses on the nominal system of Standard Slovenian, as it is spoken in Ljubl-

jana (henceforth, Slovenian), also the dialect of the alphabetically second author. Slovenian

contrasts two tones on the stressed syllable, High and Low, as in (1).

(1) "pót ‘path’

"pòt ‘sweat’

Our focus is on nominal paradigms, which are representativeof the phonology of the lan-

guage. With six cases and three numbers, Slovenian nouns arerichly inflected. For the

majority of nouns, the tones and stress do not change throughout the nominal paradigm,

shown by the representative examples in (2).
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(2) NOM.SG ko"Rák be"dàk

GEN.SG ko"Rák-a be"dàk-a

NOM.PL ko"Rák-i be"dàk-i

INSTR.DU ko"Rák-oma be"dàk-oma

‘step’ ‘fool’

Previous descriptions of Slovenian tone contain conflicting accounts of tones that appear

after the stressed syllable (Toporišič 1968, 2000, Herrity 2000, Lenček 1981, Srebot Rejec

1988). However, Jurgec (2007a,b) shows that these tones areboundary tones that are as-

signed at the phonological phrase level, as evidenced by their absence inside compounds.

Since this paper deals with the word-level phonology of the nominal system, we abstract

away from these phrase-level tones, which do not impinge on the word-level tones we

discuss here.

Stress in Slovenian correlates with increased duration andintensity (Srebot Rejec 1988).

Unstressed vowels are subject to reduction, both of the neutralizing and the non-neutralizing

kinds (Jurgec 2005, 2006). Contrary to the traditional account (Toporišič 2000), there is no

distinctive length contrast on vowels (Srebot Rejec 1988, Petek et al. 1996,̌Suštaršič et al.

1995, 1999). Slovenian has nine contrastive vowel qualities in stressed syllables, but only

five in unstressed syllables (3).

(3) Slovenian vowel system

Stressed

a
2

@

u

O

o

E

e

i
Unstressed

a

@

u

oe

i
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In stressed syllables, the unmarked vowels{a, e, i, o, u} can appear with either a High or a

Low tone anywhere a stressed vowel is allowed. In other words, there is no restriction on

their distribution beyond the restrictions that apply to the category ‘vowel’. Examples of the

mid vowels [e] and [o] are in (4). Since all but a few native roots are maximally disyllabic,

we present examples of roots with final and penultimate stress, but not antepenultimate

stress.

(4) Distribution of tones on [+ATR] mid vowels

Final stress Penultimate stress

e
pe"pél ∼ pe"pél-a ‘ash’ "jézeR-o ∼ "jézeR-a ‘lake’

i"mè ∼ i"mèn-a ‘name’ "dète ∼ "dètet-a ‘baby’

o
ko"kóS ∼ ko"kóS-i ‘chicken’ "VójVot ∼ "VójVod-a ‘duke’

o"bòk ∼ o"bòk-a ‘arch’ "pògRat ∼ "pògRad-a ‘bunk, bed’

3 Roots with underlying tone

We limit the discussion to roots with underlying tone; they constitute the vast majority of

all nouns in Slovenian. These nouns have fixed stress and tone(with some exceptions, see

below) throughout the paradigm, and contrast High and Low tones (2). In Slovenian, only

one tone per Prosodic Word is allowed, which we attribute to the effect of (5).

(5) T/∆σPWd

Every mora associated with a tone (either High or Low) must bedominated by the

head syllable of the Prosodic Word.
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Hence, for an input with one underlying tone in the rootandone in a suffix, only one tone

will surface faithfully, the one in the root. The constraintin (6) ensures that a tone from a

suffix doesn’t flop over to the stressed syllable and surface there.

(6) NOFLOP (Alderete 2001:216)

If output tonet
′ corresponds to input tonet, and output moram′ corresponds to

input moram, andt andm are associated, assign one violation mark ifft
′ andm

′

are not associated, andt′ is associated to some other moram
′′.

The tableau in (7) exemplifies this point. The candidates (b)and (c) violate T/∆σPWd and

NOFLOP respectively, which in turn must be ranked above the MAX (T) constraint. Note

that this result only holds if both tones are underlyingly associated with a vowel (i.e. not

floating), see (10) for further examples.

(7) be"dàk-a ‘bedak.NOM.DU’

/bed

Ï

ak-

Ë

a/ T/∆σPWd NOFLOP MAX (T)

a.☞ [be"dàka] *

b. [be"dǎka] *!

c. [be"dàká] *!

Some nouns do not have the same tone throughout their paradigm. The feminines

contrast High and Low on most members of the paradigm, but theINST.SG and GEN.PL

are normally High in most feminine declension classes. The paradigms in (8) represent the

vast majority of feminine nouns.
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(8) NOM.SG "slúZb-a ma"l̀ın-a "pàmet

GEN.SG "slúZb-e ma"l̀ın-e "pàmet-i

INST.SG "slúZb-o ma"ĺın-o "pámet-jo

NOM.PL "slúZb-e ma"l̀ın-e "pàmet-i

GEN.PL "slúSp ma"ĺın "pàmet-i

‘job’ ‘raspberry’ ‘mind’

We propose that suffixes that have a floating tone trump lexical tone. The underlying Low

on ["pámet-jo] is replaced by the floating High of theINST.SG due to the MAX (float) con-

straint in (9), which prefers the realization of floating tones1.

(9) MAX (float) (Wolf 2007)

If a tonet in the input is not linked to a mora,t must have an output correspondent.

The derivation of["pámet-jo] is in (10). The floating tone is preserved due to high ranked

MAX (float), which outranks MAX (T).

(10) "pámetjo ‘wisdom.INST.SG’

/"p

Ï

amet-j

Ë

o/ MAX (float) MAX (T)

a.☞ ["pámetjo] *

b. ["pàmetjo] *!

Interestingly, floating tones dock onto the vowel that has the underlying tone. If we

accept theNOM.SG ["pàmet] as the base for assessing Output-to-Output-faithfulness, then

OO-IDENT(stress) is sufficient to exclude candidate (b) in (11).

1Wolf (2007) motivates this constraint based on an analysis of phenomena that are unrelated to tone,
such as consonant mutations. The current analysis lends support to this constraint. Note that the REALIZE-
MORPHEME (Kurisu 2001) constraint would not suffice, since most of these suffixes are also segmentally
realized.
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(11) "pámetjo ‘wisdom.INST.SG’

/"p

Ï

amet-j

Ë

o/ NOFLOP OO-IDENT(stress)

a.☞ ["pámetjo]

b. [pa"métjo] *!

4 Tone–vowel interactions

Tone is predictable on the marked vowels{E, O, 2, @}. In this paper we discuss the mid

vowels, although the situation is similar—yet more complex—for the other two vowels. In

paradigms with fixed stress, which normally contrast High and Low tones on the unmarked

vowels [e] and [o] (see section 3), [E] and [O] show up with predictable tone: Low tone on

all members of the paradigm, except theNOM.SG andGEN.PL.

(12) NOM.SG pRo"mÉt RÉp uz"RÓk bRÓn

GEN.SG pRo"mÈt-a "RÈp-a uz"RÒk-a "bRÒn-a

NOM.PL pRo"mÈt-i "RÈp-i uz"RÒk-i "bRÒn-i

GEN.PL pRo"mÉt-ow "RÉp-ow uz"RÓk-ow "bRÓn-ow

‘traffic’ ‘tail’ ‘cause’ ‘bronze’

In a few nouns, [E] and [O] can appear as the root’s penult vowel, but the penult gets stressed

only in theNOM.SG. Again, [E] and [O] show up with a Low tone (13).

(13) NOM.SG "tÈle "ÒtSe

GEN.SG te"lèt-a o"tSèt-a

NOM.PL te"lèt-a o"tSèt-je

GEN.PL te"lèt o"tSèt-ow

‘calf’ ‘father’
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Missing from the language are fixed stress paradigms with [E] or [O] and a High tone

throughout. We assume that such hypothetical inputs map onto the Low tone paradigms.

Since [E] and [O] do not allow faithfulness to High vs. Low, there must be somemarkedness

constraint that prefers Low on [E] and [O]. More formally: *H/[−ATR −low]. The phonetic

grounding for the required markedness constraint is reasonable: Higher vowels correlate

with higher perceived pitch, and [−ATR] correlates with lower vowels, so the combination

is dispreferred; in fact, most languages display this pattern, as outlined in the introduction.

We illustrate this in tableau (14). Candidate (a) violates high ranked *H/[−ATR −low],

which outranks the corresponding faithfulness constraintMAX (T).

(14) ka"tÈpa (hypothetical)

/kat

Ë

Ep-a/ *H/[−ATR −low] M AX (T)

a. [ka"tÉpa] *!

b. ☞ [ka"tÈpa] *

A floating tone, however, causes [E] or [O] to surface with a High tone in theNOM.SG and

GEN.PL (15), due to the high ranked MAX (float).

(15) pRo"mÉtow ‘traffic.GEN.PL’

/pro"m

Ï

Et-

Ë

ow/ MAX (float) *H/[−ATR −low] M AX (T)

a. [pRo"mÈtow] *! *

b. ☞ [pRo"mÉtow] * *

5 Loanword phonology

Evidence for the markedness of High tones on mid vowels also comes from the loanword

phonology. In loanwords, a High tone is required, and mid vowels are raised to accom-
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modate it (Jurgec 2007b), which is just the opposite of the native pattern, where tone ac-

commodates vowel quality. For instance, English [O] is borrowed as [o], even when either

choice of vowel is allowed in the native phonology, as evidenced by the cases in (16), where

either choice of vowel is an actual native word.

(16) Absence of [−ATR] vowels in assimilated loanwords

Native [+ATR] Native [−ATR] Foreign [+ATR] (only)

RÓk ‘hand.GEN.PL’ Rók ‘deadline’ Rók ‘rock’

Ós ‘wasp.GEN.PL’ ós ‘axis’ ós ‘Oz’

mÉtS ‘sword’ métS ‘calf.GEN.PL’ métS ‘match’

"kÒla ‘rod.GEN.SG’ "kóla ‘kolo.GEN.SG’ "kóla ‘cola’

The loanword phonology respects *H/[−ATR −low], just like the native phonology.

While the native phonology repairs violations of *H/[−ATR −low] by changing a High

tone to Low, the loanword phonology repairs these violations by changing the tenseness of

the vowel. The same markedness constraint is active in both parts of the lexicon, but the

activity of an additional markedness constraint in the loanword phonology forces a different

repair.

The example in (17) is repeated from (14), with the added candidate (c), which is un-

faithful to [ATR]. With faithfulness to [ATR] ranked above faithfulness to tone, the vowel

quality is kept, and the tone is changed.
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(17) ka"tÈpa (hypothetical)

/kat

Ë

Ep-a/ *H/[−ATR −low] M AX (ATR) MAX (T)

a.☞ [ka"tÈpa] *

b. [ka"tÉpa] *!

c. [ka"tépa] *!

In the loanword phonology, where only High tones are allowed(with a few templatic ex-

ceptions, see Jurgec 2007b), the vowel must change to fit the tone. The tableau in (18)

illustrates the situation in the loanword phonology, with ahigh-ranking constraint against

low tones on the head of the Prosodic Word (*∆σPWd/L, de Lacy 2002).

(18) métS ‘match’

/mEtS/ *∆σPWd/L *H/[−ATR −low] M AX (ATR)

a. [mÈtS] *!

b. [mÉtS] *!

c. ☞ [métS] *

Having different constraint rankings in the native phonology and the loanword phonology

can be achieved using indexed constraints (Itô & Mester 1995, 1999, Pater 2007, Jurgec, to

appear) or cophonologies (Inkelas et al. 1997, Anttila 2002). The argument in this paper is

consistent with either approach.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that the interaction of tone and ATR in Slovenian supplies evidence for

a constraint that directly relates tone and vowel quality, *H/[−ATR −low]. Most previ-

ously reported cases of vowel quality-tone interactions were problematic due to the fact

that the interactions could be interpreted by the mediationof some other feature/prosodic
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constituent between vowel quality and tone. Since Slovenian does not distinguish quantity

or phonation type on vowels, and the pattern holds regardless of neighboring consonants or

syllable structure, it constitutes a particularly clear case of tone–vowel interactions.

In the native phonology, *H/[−ATR −low] causes mid lax vowels to surface with a Low

tone. In the loanword phonology, where High tones are required, the same constraint causes

mid vowels to surface tense. This heterogeneity of process and homogeneity of target (a

“conspiracy” in terms of Kisseberth 1970) is a hallmark of markedness constraints.

The proposed constraint, *H/[−ATR −low], directly relates a supra-segmental feature

and a sub-segmental feature, contrary to de Lacy’s (2007:299) proposal to disallow such

constraints. The data at hand, however, makes such a constraint necessary for a complete

account of the data.
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